10 BEST PLACES TO PADDLEBOARD IN FLORIDA

FLORIDA
The Florida rivers are full of merely stunning sights. This and the cozy weather condition
make it the perfect location for stand-up paddleboarding. Whether you are making use of an
inflatable paddleboard or a hard top SUP, the watersport is ideal for every age, which
indicates that any individual can delight in the charm and wild animals that are located in
Florida.

These are the ten best areas for paddleboarding in Florida
1. Paddleboarding In Augustine
St Augustine is Florida’s oldest city. Many stand up paddle boarders who have found its
unique rivers will gladly return here. The Matanzas river for one is straightforward to gain
access to as well as Faver-Dykes state park.
Also, you can head out to the Castillo de San Marcos as well as take pleasure in the cannons
as you cruise on your SUP. The experience is simply remarkable.
And the reality that the waters below are gentle ways that you can take down the paddle as
well as lay on your back and also merely kickback. You can even do Yoga on your Yoga
inflatable paddle board. The appeal of nature is unspoiled as well as there is plenty to
absorb.

2.Paddleboarding In Destin
Whenever you are in the northwest of Florida, look into the serene as well as beautiful
waters around Destin. This is one more great SUP Florida destination. Beach lovers are
especially drawn into this side of Florida because of the soft sands and also natural appeal.
This is additionally a great place to bring kids on their paddleboards for kids.
There are lots of areas around the waterways to explore that include bayou, and also
intercoastal canals. Just make sure you are using the very best stand up paddleboard.
And while you are on your SUP, there are a lot of possibilities for you to detect gorgeous
aquatic life.
While you are right here, why not go to Crab Island, a now worn down island that functions
as a stop for sailors where they can tie their boats after spending an enjoyable and also
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productive day in the sea. The views right here are merely magical, and also the area
consists of dining establishments where you can fill up on delicious fish and shellfish.
Check out the Large Kahunas water park where you get the possibility to race through the
slides. You can also simply take a glide along the careless river. At the big Kahunas, there is
something for every age.
If you enjoy spending time with the pets, have a look at the Gulfarium where you can
connect with dolphins, turtles, as well as plenty a lot more. Place on your snorkeling masks
and enter the water with stingrays.

3. Paddleboarding In Naples
One of the central locations in Florida that you want to have a look at is Naples. It is ideally
situated being situated on the Gulf as well as having calm waters makes it an excellent
selection for paddleboarders.
The fact that the waters here are so tranquil makes this location amongst the most active
areas for novices to learn the art of SUP Florida on their beginner stand up paddleboards.
As well as if you are an animal enthusiast, then you will certainly likely enjoy seeing
dolphins playing in the water.
How to Stand Up on Your SUP
You are also most likely to spot sea turtles showing up for air. This is an ideal location that
does not see lots of tourist groups compared to various other destinations in Florida.
Back in 2016, two Naples beaches were named the best coastlines in the United States, so
you understand that this is one location in Florida you wish to have a look at.
As well as when you are feeling starving, Naples hosts both regional and worldwide cuisine
that is sure to spark your taste buds. Whether its Japanese food or French food, you will
locate everything in Naples.
If you are a passionate angler or you would like to attempt angling from your stand-up
paddleboard, Naples is a great destination. You can catch fish from the corkscrew overload,
the everglades, as well as the Gulf. As well as to get to a few of Naples’s remote areas, you
can rent an SUV from the many auto leasings business to be located here.
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4. Paddleboarding In St Petersburg
St. Petersburg leaves paddleboarders merely spoilt for selection. With both the bay as well
as the Gulf situated on either side, there are a lot of sights to take in.
You will share the location with other watersport enthusiasts many thanks partly to the
clear as well as blue waters, aquatic life, and also excellent climate, which can be enjoyed at
any time of the year.
As a SUP fanatic, you can look into the various other nature scenic tours that are supplied in
St. Petersburg. Right here, you will undoubtedly slide through the bays, waterways,
mangroves, and also nearby islands. Ensure you choose the very best well-rounded paddle
board.
What’s more is that when you lastly leave the water, you will have the ability to take
pleasure in the year-round festivities. There is always a party, whether its the Clear Water
Jazz vacation or the Highland Gamings, which happen in April.
You can additionally enjoy the arts and preferences. As well as when you are feeling hungry,
there is a range of tasty fish and shellfish to pick from, including grouper, which takes place
to be the official meal of the city. There is always something to occupy your time in St.
Petersburg.

5. Paddleboarding In Florida Keys
Among the most advised areas for SUP, Florida is the Florida Keys. Among the primary
reasons that result from the selection of natural elegance to see right here, including the
beautiful marine life which can be seen under the water. Why not try out that aqua marina
paddleboard.
Such spectacular appeal consists of coral reefs yards. You will likewise pass through
mangrove forests, and also the fantastic point is that the waters here are calmly making
them excellent for the SUP fanatic.
And also, as you glide in these waters, you may even find turtles in addition to spirited
dolphins that will be greater than satisfied ahead closer as well as check you out.
Fishing Paddle Board Tips For Success
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You will wish to maintain paddle boarding up until sundown as the experience is merely
enchanting and also remarkable. Watch the sunlight go under coming up as it casts its gold
rays throughout the water.

6. Paddleboarding In Miami beach
There are numerous points that you can do in Miami, and also among them is stand up
paddle boarding with a lot of views to see around the waterways of Miami. Receiving a lot of
sunshine year-round, you can make the trip any time of year. Don’t neglect to bring your
paddleboard devices.
If you reside in cold climates and also are looking for an excellent tropical destination after
that, Miami ought to be leading your checklist. Spend the day paddleboarding Florida and
appreciate the fantastic nightlife in the city that never sleeps.
Why not spare some time to go on a road journey through the tricks, the lovely island chain
of islands all linked by bridges. Right here, you can find the invasive Burmese pythons or the
substantial alligators amongst lots of wild animals.
One of the very best views that you are most likely to enjoy is the city skyline. With your
SUP, you can also make the journey through Biscayne bay as well as be in awe of the appeal
of the Vizcaya Gallery. You can travel to the lagoon as well as take pleasure in the crystalclear waters to be discovered right here.

7. Paddleboarding In Santa Rosa Coastline
This beach discovered to the west of Panama. The beach is characterized by its white sands
and also attractive landscape. It is rather big with lots of views to take in within its 26-mile
stretch.
Flight the bayou on calm waters on your SUP as you slowly explore what hinges on the
financial institutions. There are lots of areas to practice inflatable paddle boards such as
Choctawhatchee Bay or Hogtown bayou. A top-quality stand-up paddleboard for touring is
the most effective. Below you are likewise most likely to absorb the style of the lovely
residences that are developed alongside the water.
You can also head off to the Santa Rosa appear where you will undoubtedly experience the
all-natural appeal of Florida’s rivers, which has stayed perfect and beautiful. There is the
point Washington state forest for pet fans as well as those that wish to obtain closer to
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nature.
The woodland is environment-friendly as well as abundant with lots of outdoor camping
areas within.

8. Paddleboarding In South Walton
South Walton in Florida’s panhandle is an excellent place for stand-up paddleboarders. You
are merely spoilt for selection in this location, starting from the Gulf throughout to the
Choctawhatchee Bay.
There depend on 16 beaches to pick from in South Walton with plenty of dining
establishments where you can appreciate some high local and international foods as well as
being a terrific area for a multitude of water sports.
Bear in mind to always wear your SUP life vest
It permits you a retreat from the hustle of the city life, bringing you close to nature and also
allowing you to relax and also reset your natural clock. All this while you take in some
impressive natural views. Do not forget to lug your electronic camera as you are going to
require it.
Intro to Stand-Up Paddleboarding
It is much less crowded in this component of Florida, and also you can appreciate a peaceful
as well as stress-free glide throughout the water as you take in all the all-natural beauty and
wildlife. Here you will undoubtedly see coastal dune, lakes and also might also be treated to
a husk of dolphins.
And also, when you seem like you want to Join your paddleboard lovers, you can head out to
Miramar coastline. After spending your time in the water, kick back at the coastline
bordered by white sands.

9. Paddleboarding In Bahia Honda State Park
This place is among the furthest places in Florida. The Bahia Honda state park includes a
selection of various landscapes, all of which provide a unique and beautiful experience for
the paddleboarder. This location is part of the Florida Keys region.
The beaches here are serene and unique. While being just a few of them, this location is a
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fantastic spot for snorkeling. If you wish to combine your SUP paddleboard with snorkeling,
simply ensure that you bring your snorkeling equipment with you and also go out to some of
one of the most stunning spots in the Bahia Honda State Park.
If you live near the location after that, a paddleboard auto roofing system rack is a fantastic
way to transport your SUP.
As well as don’t bother with bringing your tools as you can rent out most of the equipment
that you are going to need when standing up paddle boarding Florida. And also, once you
have maximized your time in the water, proceed as well as acquire your souvenirs at the
many stores to advise you of your time at the Bahia Honda state park.
It is a big island, as well as is among the most beautiful areas for paddleboarders. Due to
the many waterways located right here, novices and also skilled paddleboarders will
undoubtedly have a blast. There are lots of varied views to take pleasure in consisting of
neighborhood wildlife.
If you are lucky, you might see a shoal of wading birds as well as, in some cases, even a
manatee.

10. Paddleboarding In Grayton coastline state park
Another hotspot for SUP fanatics in Florida is Grayton beach state park. One of the main
reasons for this is because it is positioned between Panama and Destin. Various exterior
journeys can be experienced right here as well as this likewise adds to a multitude of
paddleboarders that pick to find right here.
You can also incorporate paddle boarding Florida with trekking. The best place to go
paddleboarding in this location is Western Lake that is found inside the park.

Pakaloa SUP Review
There are numerous locations in Florida where you can take your SUP and associate likeminded SUP lovers. Combined with its all-natural appeal as well as wildlife, beautiful
beaches with soft white sands, and the remarkable landscape, Florida is an excellent
paddleboarding location.
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